“We Pay You to Network”

Using TBN-Rewards Coupons
After becoming a TBN-Partner you will receive a TBN-Rewards Coupon ($25.00 value) and you will also
receive one (1) $25.00 coupon every time you refer a new TBN Partner
Where Can I Use TBN Rewards Coupons? Check www.TampaBayNetworkers.com discounts page to see
who accepts the coupons or simply ask any TBN-Partner if they accept the coupons. If they accept the
coupons you will receive up to the face value of the coupons. No cash will be provided in exchange for a
coupon!

Accepting TBN-Rewards Coupons:
If you are a *qualified TBN Partner you can accept valid TBN Rewards Coupons and provide
the face value discounted to the customer. *Check with TampaBayNetworkers for qualifications.

FAQ's
Q. How will TBN Rewards Coupons benefit my business?
A. Three benefits:
#1. If you are using the coupons you will save the face value of each coupon to make purchases on
products and services.
#2. If you accept TBN Rewards Coupons you will receive more new business and receive the full
face value refunded by TampaBayNetworkers. $0 net cost to you!
#3. If you want more TBN Rewards Coupons invite new people to TBN meetings and if they join we give
you a $25.00 TBN Rewards Coupon for each new TBN Partner you refer.
Q. Can any business participate in the TBN Rewards Coupon Program?
A. NO! You must be a *qualified TBN Partner to accept the coupons and receive 100% reimbursement.
Q. Does it cost anything to accept the TBN Rewards Coupons?
A. NO! You only need to be a current TBN-Partner to accept the coupons and receive reimbursement.
Q. Can I give the coupon as a gift to a Non-TBN Partner?
A. Yes...but we prefer them to be or become a TBN Partner. Invite them to a TBN promoted meeting!
Q. How do I start accepting TBN Rewards Coupons?
A. Log into your TBN Listing on www.TampaBayNetworkers.com and click the checkbox “I accept TBN
Rewards
Coupons”. Your listing will automatically be displayed on your listing and “Discount Page”.

If you have any questions about accepting or using TBN Rewards Coupons
Contact Carl Lucchi info@TampaBayNetworkers or call 727.458.7683.
TampaBayNetworkers (TBN) reserves the right to stop or change the program at anytime without notice. Coupons have no cash
value and no monetary change will be provided when accepted by the vendor. TampaBayNetworkers (TBN) is not responsible for
any transactions with TBN Partners. All questions, concerns or complaints are to be handled between the vendor and buyer.

